Song as Savior
On December 13, 2013, the North Korean state media announced the execution of Jang Song-taek, the uncle of Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un and a top official in his own right. The news clearly came as a shock within the country. For the prior two years, Jang had been seen as a kind of "regent" figure, even standing next to Kim Jong-un during moments of great stress and prestige, such as when the country launched a missile into outer space in December 2012. Jang Song-taek was clearly among the country's top leaders, if not the formal "Number Two." Accordingly, the announcement of his death -and its ferocity -came as a shock; one foreign photographer captured looks of total bewilderment on the faces of citizens reading the news in a Pyongyang metro station (Guttenfelder) . Citizens and officials were forced to rapidly adapt to the emerging narrative of a putsch attempt within the uppermost circles of power, which would surely have repercussions for the whole society.
On December 15, two days after the abrupt execution, a camera crew from a North Korean state media outlet made its way out of Pyongyang to document how the Jang purge was being received by the masses. The destination of these reporters was a factory in Hamhung, an industrial city on the east coast, known for its vinylon, a synthetic polyesther-type of fabric.
That this was no 'ordinary' visit was made particularly clear by Jang's death warrant, which, amid its almost incoherent lashing out and pinning of blame for all hosts of policy ills on the now-dead man, had made explicit his interference with the vinylon sector, one of North Korea's proudest achievements and least successful exports. On this day, while the cameras recorded his colleagues denouncing Jang for his crimes and corruption, the chief engineer of the vinylon factory, Jong Pong-su sat at a table, beautifully groomed, wistfully looking at a Party newspaper while mulling over what he would say.
When the blinding lights from the cameras turned upon him, his performance was impressive.
Mr. Jong was, after all, not being called upon to recite some merely pro forma diatribe against the American imperialists, which would have only required him to repeat tropes which he had learned as a child. What was called for instead was a denunciation of a man who had been by the Respected General's side at more or less every critical juncture since he had taken power, a person who had helped to lead the funeral cortege of Kim Jong-il, and been the son-in-law of the national founder Kim Il-song. Just one week prior, Jang Song-taek had been a member in good standing of the Korean Workers' Party. Something vehement but not terribly specific was clearly called for; after all, in the earliest days of the purge, there were only a handful of editorials, a few broadcasts, and a front-page newspaper song of loyalty to Kim Jong-un to base one's comments upon. No one knew how deep the purge would go -and presumably, it could go even inside the gates of the vinylon factory, upending the career of one Jong Pong-su. Faced with the situation, the manager's comments on camera were masterful.
Gesturing at the pages of the Party newspaper spread out in front of him, he said:
The song 'We Know Only You' was carried on the daily Rodong Sinmun. The song represents our feelings. All our staff members chorused the song. As the song reads, only respected Kim Jong Un is in our hearts. With this faith, we are not afraid of anything and there is no fortress we cannot scale. Those with faltering faith, can go. We with the faith, we are singing the song. (Stimmekoreas) In this deadly serious situation, Chief Engineer Jong provided a perfect answer. He evaded taking any personal stand on the issue, and he especially evaded actually condemning Jang Song-taek, recognizing that factional fighting might be ongoing. Simultaneously, he was able to display absolute faith towards the current leadership. Faith is a necessary element here, because after nearly 70 years of socialist rule in North Korea, the governing ethos of the country can no more be characterized as ideological in a communist and revolutionary sense, but rather as religious, in a banal, everyday sense of the word. Mircea Eliade, a historian and philosopher of world religions, has studied the underlying cosmological myths that maintain the social and political structure of societies. At this bottom level there is no discernible difference between religious and political myths. The world is in both depicted as consisting of an organized Cosmos, where members of the society live, and which is familiar and safe compared with the unknown and potentially dangerous Chaos reigning outside of the organization (Eliade) . This basic social psychological opposition between a sheltered homeland and suspect foreign countries can be observed in a mild form even in open democratic societies, but in North Korea the propagandistic depiction of the outside as constantly hostile makes the myth very strong. A strong cosmological myth of danger calls for an accompanying myth of a protector, and this is the social role of the leading Kims. They embody in their persons the protective task of the state, and song lyrics typically encourage citizens to place unwavering faith on them. Song lyrics practically never mention anything about possible enemies inside the Cosmos, attesting to the fact that seven decades after the socialist revolution all large scale threats within the society to the ruling dynasty have been eliminated long ago. Chief Engineer Jong thus followed strictly the norms of the mythical ethos of his society when he concentrated solely on his faith towards the leader.
The lyrics of the song he referred to ( / Urin n tangsinbagge mor nda in Korean) display the necessary degree of faith in plain words, such as in the starting verse:
The power guiding our Korea is strong.
He secures the destiny of the people, embracing our dreams and ideals.
He makes all the flowers bloom.
Great Comrade Kim Jong Un, we know only you.
Great Comrade Kim Jong Un, we are faithful to you.
The other verses are similar. They simply deny the existence of any competing authority to Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un in the minds of North Korean people. The song appears to have been rapidly put together for the occasion, and was the product of a collaborative team working in the party ideological apparatus: Its military rhythmic beat was composed by otherwise unknown Kim Un-ryong and Hwang Jin-yong, with lyrics written by Cha Ho-gun and Ri Ji-song.
No sooner had the song appeared, two short days after Jang's execution, than it was performed by the State Merited Chorus of the Korean People's Army, and blasted throughout the country via radio, TV, and loudspeakers in public places in cities. Its lyrics were printed in Rodong Sinmun, the main newspaper in North Korea from which all other daily mass papers derive. It was a clear message for the faithful, demonstrating the correct way of thinking amid a confusing situation. Chief Engineer Jong had understood it well. The substitution of song texts for extemporaneous speech was, in the North Korean context of the time, the behavior of a wise man.
Music in a Totalitarian State
In North Korea today, music is part of the lifeblood of regime loyalty. Melodies and lyrics create common emotional and epistemological linkages among the citizens, as seen in the narrative above, as well as between them and the leadership. Songs continuously announce loyalty to the leader. The intensity of their broadcasting is heightened during dramatic moments, such as the Jang Song-taek purge, but their stream to the consciousness of citizens is never ending. Musicians and writers are therefore among the best-treated cultural elites within the system, holding high political importance due to their centrality within the propaganda apparatus (Jang).
According to theoretical insights and empirical observations emerging on one hand within politological studies of nationalistic musical forms, and on the other within evolutionary neuroscience, there is a long historical linkage between the development and spread of musical forms among human populations and the strengthening of psychological bonds between interacting group members. In open, democratic and commercialized societies the link between the state and music is easily hidden below the allure of international popular culture, but in all states there exists also a specific niche for nationalistically spirited music life, often organized as a combination of the state and the market. From the point of view of nationalism, strong mass psychological effects take place in recurring group rituals, such as national festivities, where music is in a much more important role than speeches and other official narratives. Singing together has the strongest effect, but also listening to music in concerts and the media create durable emotions of "we" in the minds of people (Sondermann) . The German sociologist Ulrich Beck has called this kind of music the equivalent of Pater Noster prayers at the national context (Beck 117) . In North Korea, where no independent or market based musical production exists, the creation of national bonding through music is clearly observable in practically all published songs.
Neuroscientific theory explains why this happens in the human brain. Two mechanisms appear to be simultaneously involved, one psychological and the other chemical. Music
provides an external rhythmic framework, which facilitates synchronic movement and emotion between individuals, which on its turn make people's consciousness merge with that of the other participants. Self-other merging as a consequence of inter-personal synchrony is a strong psychological state leading to non-sexual and non-kinship social bonding. At the hormonal level it has been clinically observed that humans have a pervasive aptitude for entrainment to rhythmic beat, particularly if it is embedded in music, and the effect is heightened if this involves synchronizing movements with other people. This releases in their bodies endorphins and other endogenous opiates, which simply makes them feel elated. This takes place even when people only listen to music passively; the rhythm and the melody by themselves stimulate the release of these hormones (Tarr) . When a narrative in the form of lyrics is added, national level mass psychological effects can be created.
A totalitarian state thus cannot be built and continue its existence without systematic attention to its music. North Korean leadership seems to know that well, and is exceptionally closely to the musical establishment. The current leader Kim Jong-un's mother was a ballerina in an opera troupe, and his wife used to sing in a chamber orchestra. The highest leadership not only establishes ensembles, guide their rehearsals and attend their concerts, but also in a very personals sense are parts of the musical establishment. The well educated artists in top ensembles, on their turn, tend to be sons and daughters of Pyongyang elite families, augmenting the organic unity between the state, party and music.
North Korea is hardly unique in Asia in taking great care of its music scene, or the rest of the world, at least in the historical periods for which we have literary information. Already in Plato's perfectly planned republic, great attention was placed on music in the education of citizens, recommending "gymnastic for bodies and music for the soul" (Plato II 376e). As the people had to be continuously prepared for war, they needed to develop strong bodies, but because people with strong bodies can be dangerous, their minds had to be molded through music to discipline and loyalty towards the regime (Brann) . Similarly, for the sages of the ancient Chinese past, music was a vital element both in education and in politics. For
Confucius, music was the crowning of a man's education (Low): "Wake yourself up with poetry, establish your character in li [righteousness] and complete your education in music,"
he relayed to his students (Confucius Ch 8, 8 During the modern period, the use of music in the service of the state has only become more systematic. Even before the breakdown of the imperial systems in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in Asia, music was an area of great education and political indoctrination in East Asian states (Harrison) . This has been particularly true for states waging a total war, or otherwise being under a war-like pressure, such as China during the Cultural Revolution.
Notwithstanding, this is also true for states living in a constant, albeit low intensity conflict with most of the rest of the world, such as North Korea. Songs are a kind of lifeline for the state, as their audio aspects, melody, rhythm, and instrumentation bring the messages of the lyrics in a convincing and emotionally rousing way to the consciousness of listeners.
Musicians therefore serve as an important defensive element to the regime. Apparently all musicians in the DPRK have a military rank, even though they, especially classical musicians in concerts, usually wear civilian clothing. They are loyal North Korean soldiers, whose task is to fight against capitalism, imperialism, and unwanted foreign influences in general, on the battlefields of art and cultural production.
The use of the term "cultural battlefield" is not a notion projected on to North Korea, for the state's own perspective on the arts is strongly focused on a fear of cultural infiltration. In a context of "cultural warfare" with westernized influence surrounding the state, cultural vigor is an important element in North Korea's defense tactics; which refer regularly to the breakdown of communism in the Eastern bloc after 1989. Such a situation works against most of our assumptions of how culture is internationally shared among nations, and especially among artistic and cultural communities, as a way of increasing creativity and enriching human life. Even in the Soviet Union, a degree of internationalism was tolerated, because the empire was a world power and needed suitable multi-level interactions with the rest of the world. Nevertheless, the situation was full of ambiguities regarding specific music styles like jazz and rock, although even they were tolerated to a limited extent so that small subcultures could emerge . North Korean cultural bureaucrats like Kim Ki-nam, who studied in Moscow in the mid-1950s, are familiar with this precedent, and
endeavor not to open up their country to the same degree, much less engage in "deStalinization." In state media commentaries, citizens are encouraged to remind themselves about East Germany, where Western cultural penetration was the proverbial tip of the spear that heralded the destruction of the German Democratic Republic.
Even though North Korea publishes an amount of its music, movies and documentaries in the internet, displaying a clear interest in voicing its viewpoints to the rest of the world, its general posture is defensive against the outside, and no artistic subcultures existing separate from the state have been heard of. Difference with the Soviet Union is rather of degree than of kind. This is good to remember in analysis of cultural aspects of the country, as in this field there is a tendency for a belief that North Korea may somehow be "opening up" to surface time and again. As Rodong Sinmun put it in a historical analysis guarding against "bourgeois cultural poisoning," "countries which were building socialism collapsed overnight because they allowed bourgeois life style, American way of life to prevail in society"
(Korean Central News Agency).
Musicians are at the front line of this battle, because music so easily pervades all elements of a society and because melodies so easily cross cultural boundaries. Yet, as in the Soviet Union or post-Mao China, there is also tension between upholding the purity of the revolutionary tradition and updating the besieged culture; new elements need to be added every now and then. Even North Korea cannot be hermetically sealed from the cultural winds of the rest of the world.
The Kim dynasty, now in the third generation, have lavished their time and attention on the performing arts and placed high emphasis on the funding for those endeavors. Cultural and physical production are often paired; Pyongyang already has a burgeoning line up of stages, but new concert halls are also being built. Music was and remains a key element for the North Korean state in depicting the life, legacy, and policy direction of Kim Jong-il. After
Kim's death, musical events were a very important part of the means by which the state cemented home the message that it was very much still the country of the Kim family regime, drawing from a panoply of symbols which often circled back to Mount Paektu, the mythical peak associated with both anti-Japanese resistance and the Kims. Statues, which could prove the fact in a more substantial and concrete manner, took months to erect, but orchestral cantatas and political songs were whipped up almost instantaneously.
Music and Late Kim Jong-il Culture
Almost precisely two years prior to the purge and execution of Jang Song-taek that began this article, the North Korean leader Kim Jong-il was living out his last days. Prior to his death on December 17, 2011 -allegedly from overwork on his train en route to an on-site inspectionKim Jong-il had been in failing health. Kim Jong-il's physical decline in the years [2009] [2010] [2011] was painful to observe; his hair began to fall out, his teeth became more yellowed, he appeared in public wearing a heavy winter coat and gloves, and his movements became clumsy. He was the picture of decline. When Kim Jong-un was finally revealed to the public and the world (both for the first time and as the successor) in September 2010, the young man was clearly at pains to appear deferential to his father. Yet, he appeared all the more shockingly vital and even cherubic by comparison to his dying father. Topics that were essentially forbidden in the printed word -that a generational succession was comingbegan to enter into artistic depictions within North Korean official production. Kim Jong-il's legacy cementing began to occur via the artistic bureaucracy, and composers and dramatists began to slowly introduce themes into official culture to eulogize Kim Jong-il in a slightly different manner, rendering him a historic figure prior to his death while presaging a new era to come. There could be no question of Kim Jong-il stepping aside while still alive, even as a collective leadership of which his son would be a part was clearly taking shape. In an information environment in which Kim Jong-un had yet to be revealed to the public, but everyone knew something was about to happen, a song was the ideal vehicle for succession politics to proceed. The film is about the discrepancy of different kinds of wishes, which makes life in the present a constant sorrow. The wife wishes the husband to be at home, and the son wishes to have one single family photograph where also the father would be present. The father-soldier, however, wished for another kind of photograph, namely one where the Leader would honor his work brigade by standing in the same group photograph with it, providing both the absolute symbol of honor that would befall on a North Korean citizen and political safety.
For the sake of the honor of a military officer and a labor hero he neglects his family, being a perfect incarnation of Stakhanovite work morality. Visiting briefly home one night after several months of absence, he does not have time for a short tender moment with his wife, even though the son is sound asleep in his own room; he has to take care of the affairs of his workers. He never stays home long enough to take the photo with his son. The photo with the Leader is the most important thing in his life. This wish is so honorable that it drowns the private wishes of the mother and son into insignificance -but its centrality throughout the film highlights the feeling of the constant absence of Kim Jong-il. At one point during the boring of a tunnel through the mountain, the father and his men become ecstatic with longing for Kim Jong-il, whose tears for the people are embodied by the water and mist coursing around the edges of the tunnel. We can see the leader a couple of times in a photo, and we can see crowds enthusiastically shouting and waving to him, but we are never shown the real living Kim Jong-il. His absence becomes therefore the carrying theme of the film, and we can understand why this should be dealt with gingerly at the time when he was very clearly in physical decline.
The film has a kind of happy ending. First the wife, who is a singer and dancer, together with her military unit gets her photo with the Leader, who was so impressed with her unit's musical performance in support of the Huichon efforts that he also provided the group with luxury accommodations at a high-rise hotel in Pyongyang. Later, the husband is also bestowed the same honor -the wished-for photograph. This manly officer is therefore shown on the verge of crying when the framed photograph is handed to him in a solemn ceremony.
Yet, he does not return home. When the Huichon project ends, he is the first to volunteer to another dangerous construction project even farther away. Thus the mother never got him to stay at home, and the son never got his photo with father. Private wishes were not fulfilled.
Personal life in the present had to be lived in sacrifices for the national good that was waiting for everyone in the future. The film is thus about a utopia, which necessarily has to be transferred away from the present. Utopias have a specific temporal and moral structure. As the psycholinguist and theoretician of social behavior Steven Pinker points out, social utopias promise happiness forever, with no limit to the time frame, and exactly because of this also their moral value has no limits (Pinker loc. 7294). It cannot be measured in any scale, but it candidly goes above individual interests and wishes. Utopians presuppose a purely utilitarian morality, where the larger good in the future for everyone crushes individual wishes at the present into insignificance. Nevertheless, in a heroic movie this callous human condition in a utopian society can be told in an attractive manner, with the accompaniment of rousing music. This probably can be considered typical of the late Kim Jong-il era aesthetic.
The film is full of music, because songs so perfectly conveyed the psychological and political messages to the audience. The thematically most important song was Tansume It sounds in their every step, molding them to be swift and fearless.
They cross the mountain at once, they cross the river at once.
Like lightning their fire flames at once, at once, at once, at once.
In an early scene of the film, the father writes the name of the song on a wooden plank, which indicated for the audience what his working style was like. Towards the end of the film, when victory is in sight, we hear the song itself. The whole song is simply about absolute emotional dedication and speed in fulfilling tasks. This is the way a good soldier and worker should behave. Thinking is not necessary, only rapid disciplined action is.
The physical manifestation of all of this cultural production urging rapid construction, the Unfortunately, just like in the film, in reality the sought-after utopia did not arrive. There soon emerged reports that during the dry Korean winter, when the need for power was greatest, there was not enough water to create needed amounts of electricity. When the rains arrived in 2013, the dam could not be filled to capacity, because the structure was too weak.
The combination of furious speed, shoddy materials, and unskilled labor could not produce a perfect result. The South Korean rumor mill also claimed that the dam directly caused the death of its initiator. The rumor was that after hearing of the weaknesses of the structure in 17
December 2011, Kim Jong-il went to a rage, and got his second stroke (Ryall) . We do not know whether this is true or not. The official North Korean announcement simply says that he died in a train of heart attack caused by mental and physical strain during a field inspection trip (Korean Central News Agency). However, the fact that the Huichon dam was not mentioned as having failed due to economic sabotage by Jang Song-taek might indicate otherwise, and North Korea continues pell-mell construction of smaller dams and electricity projects throughout the mountainous republic.
Kim Jong-il's Orchestras
Kim Jong-il's personal imprint on North Korean culture, however, goes far beyond films which evoke him, dating back some forty-five years. From the time of his elevation into the propaganda apparatus in the late 1960s, Kim Jong-il took an active hand in reforming the country's opera and film production, in many respects following the lead of Jiang Qing in China in the early 1970s. He thereafter acted in an external "editorial" position to all forms of art and cultural production, much like his father's old mentor, Josef Stalin, had done in the Soviet Union (Yurchak 13) . Adrian Buzo has written that "in a state governed by personal autocracy the significance of the character, personality and life experiences of the leader is self-evident" in the artistic products of the state; it is very hard to argue against this case in North Korea (Buzo 1). Kim Jong-il's lack of experience as a musician did not prevent him from moving wholesale in his thirties also into that realm as one needing management and control. In 1969 he created the Mansudae Art Troupe to perform the revolutionary opera Flower Girl, which it has performed since then nearly 800 times, while diversifying also to other song and dance numbers. In 1971 he created another large ensemble called the Sea of Blood Opera Troupe, which, as its name suggests, took responsibility of performing the Sea of Blood opera, and later also other operas. It is arguably the cultural group in Pyongyang most fully associated with him, and his creative work with the ensemble forms a pillar of the hagiographies about him, along with the film studio work. Both of these ensembles have performed also abroad, in various socialist countries during the Cold War period, and after that in China. Both of them are active also nowadays, although their touring activity has been curtailed since 2012 and their musicians are sometimes more heralded for going to work sites as agit-prop teams rather than going in for full operatic performances in the capital.
In the 1980s, when he was in his forties and had achieved the supreme position in North Korean cultural life, Kim Jong-il decided to create also popular music ensembles. The Wangjaesan Light Music Band, which he established in 1983, included also dancers and circus performers, and was meant especially for on-stage performances. However, it employed also musicians with classical education, and parts of its performances were light chamber music. The most typical popular music group was the Pochonbo Electronic Ensemble, which, as its name suggests, used electronic instruments, and in TV-concerts glittering lights in its background. Established in 1985, most of its work was done in studio. It has left a trail of over 150 recorded CDs, most of them Korean revolutionary and popular folk songs, but including also Korean translations of foreign songs, such as Russian, Spanish, Chinese and Japanese. They recorded also in foreign languages, and many of their CDs were technically edited and manufactured in Eastern European studios for international marketing.
These light music ensembles were clearly meant for indoctrinating ordinary North Koreans with easy to sing and dance popular melodies.
All North Korean military branches also have their own orchestras and choirs. As However, the new leader had plans of his own, also on the musical sphere. During spring 2012 he created his own musical ensemble, called the Moranbong Band (Cho) . It gave its first performance in July 2012. Only a year after his father had named Unhasu Orchestra the musical symbol of the new century, Kim Jong-un now declared instead the Moranbong Band to be the ensemble which best represents the century (Korean Central News Agency). The year 101 could be understood as the beginning of the century as well as the previous year.
After that Kim Jong-un was seldom seen in Unhasu Orchestra concerts. Instead, he appeared always in Moranbong Band concerts, signaling that it had become the new highest musical ensemble in Pyongyang, nearest to the leader. It is an all-female band, with an even more popular style than what Unhasu Orchestra had, playing North Korean political and military songs with a pop music beat and instrumentation (Korhonen) . The size of Unhasu Orchestra was trimmed down; it usually had to perform without its choir, and the number of musicians started slowly to dwindle. With the disappearance of 50-60 people it thus lost half of its size, and also the number of visiting guest singers diminished. It may be that in a situation of scarcity part of the funding for Unhasu Orchestra was simply diverted to the Moranbong Band.
On the other hand, during the first one and half years of the Kim Jong-un period the musical life in Pyongyang was rich and happy. There was an air of change and creativity. New songs were written, and there was experimentation with new musical styles. Both Unhasu Orchestra and the Moranbong Band gave frequently performances, so that there was something for music lovers to enjoy, at least for those that had access to the events. It could be observed that the concert repertoires of both top ensembles began to resemble each other somewhat, the lighter Moranbong Band style being contagious. They played many of the same popular songs. This can be seen especially clearly in concerts in 27 July 2013. Both orchestras gave a concert on the same evening on the same theme, the 60th anniversary of the ending of the Korean War. Roughly half of the songs were the same, the only difference being with the operatic and pop styles with which they were performed. This could of course be interpreted as competition between the ensembles, but perhaps the situation should be seen from the perspective of North Korean cultural bureaucracy. It is questionable how separate the ensembles in the final analysis were. They were part of the same cultural administrative branch, as well as part of the same closely-knit cultural elite. We do not know who actually planned the repertoires of these orchestras, but it simply may have been the same persons, who fancied the same songs. Kim Jong-un attended only the Moranbong Band concert, but also the Unhasu Orchestra ended its concert by celebrating the young leader. It had also got its choir back for the occasion.
Everything seemed to be so nice, when the atmosphere abruptly changed. In August 2012
there suddenly came wild rumors of execution by firing squad of "tens" or "dozens" of musicians related with the Wangjaesan Light Music Band, Unhasu Orchestra and Moranbong
Band, and especially a former Pochonbo Electronic Ensemble singer Hyon Song-wol was confirmed dead. The rumor was started by the South Korean newspaper Chosun Ilbo (Chosun Ilbo), but it spread rapidly to other medias (Ishimaru) . These were followed by the execution of Jang Song-taek and purges of people connected with him throughout the autumn 2013; the narrative with which we started this article was related to that.
It is impossible to know what happened, but at least Hyon Song-wol appeared in North
Korean television in spring 2014, perfectly alive, and also other supposedly dead musicians and singers have been spotted alive in other ensembles or their audiences. However, at least something happened, because Unhasu Orchestra has not performed a single concert after that, while activities of the Moranbong Band were heavily curtailed until spring 2014, and even after that the band's performances have not been particularly uplifting. A cold wind fell on the Pyongyang musical scene in late summer 2013, and even by spring 2016 the atmosphere has not warmed up to the earlier level.
Much of the musical legacy of Kim Jong-il was wiped off by the disappearance of the ensembles created by him, and even the Huichon Dam is not yet working properly. Also the early Kim Jong-un period aesthetics look rather withered by now. The situation seems to accord with some of the writings of philosopher Hannah Arendt, who analyses the fallibility of human action in social situations in her study of the human condition. People initiate things, starting something that moves also other people into action, and innovations are thus created. However, as new people take hold of the action, the original initiator, however autocratic he or she then is, eventually looses control of the process, even if he or she stays alive. Even people who are loyal give their own shape to the action, changing it, while people who are not loyal or competent twist it even further . The film Wish is a fine example of this pattern, and also increasingly appears as a perfect artistic depiction of the Pyongyang cultural scene: A tremendous amount of work has been done, but the utopia has not arrived, and life continues to be lived in silent sorrow. Yet, the wish is still there.
Meanwhile, after all the purges and rumors, the cultural productions of the late Kim Jong-il and early Kim Jong-un eras are still there in YouTube, for connoisseurs to enjoy.
